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EDITORIAL
The picture, you see on the right, is my world cup picture! I had recently gone to watch the Cricket World
Cup Match between india and Netherlands in Delhi.
Had Real great fun!
But Lets get back to the e-zine. March 2011, What is
the e-zine all about? This edition includes a preview on
the much awaited tablet iPad 2, details and compares
some new devices from the Mobile World Congress
2011. Intel Thunderbolt is also explained, and the Stick
Cricket iPhone App Reviewed.
This month, Mudit Bhargava, co-editor of MVDIT TECH
BOOK, was chosen as the Hindustan Times Youth
Writer and wrote articles on many topics inlcuding one that was based on Social
Networking. The article was a huge success, and got published as a major article
in a Hindustan Times Supplement. (India’s leading periodicle). We’ve got the
same article for you in the e-zine. Mudit, also agreed to explain the much talked
about Intel Thunderbolt Technology.
I will end this editorial here. You must read the e-zine to have a quick peak at
what’s happening in the world of technology.
Vidit Bhargava
Editor MVDIT TECH BOOK
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Thinner, Lighter, Faster

Vidit Bhargava
It is finally here! After months of rumors and mockups, the most awaited tablet of 2011 (yea,
already) is here. iPad 2. Ok, the announcement was a little late this time, it was expected to
be in January but it came quite late, on March 2nd. iPad 2 has however already started shipping, catching up with all the big-tablets that were announced this year. The iPad 2 has the
same price, and the same brilliant battery life.
First things First, Apple has given their tablet a nitro-boost. They’ve packed in a Dual-Core
processor and 9x better graphics engine, calling this new SoC (System on Chip) the A5. How
does this affect us, when using the new iPad? Well, surely you’ll feel that the thing is much
faster than before (loading the apps, multi-tasking, etc..), and nextgen games like the Infinity Blade will work much better. With Apple A5, Apple dents a hole into all other tablets,
none of ‘em have currently got these specs in their System Chips.
The iPad 2, as rumored also has a new design. The Design of the First iPad could well be described as a “A Thick, Heavy Metal Slab, which packs a giant iPod Touch Screen”. THat’s what
it felt like. iPad 2 is sans thickness, weight, and a metal rim that covered the iPad screen. It is
just like what they did with the iPod Touch 4th Generation. iPad 2 also packs two cameras,
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a front facing and a back facing camera, both
meant for casual photography with some really bad still image specs (o.3 Megapixels and
VGA camera) and HD recording. There is also
a white varient for the iPad 2. While, holding
the iPad was a task, the iPad 2 is being touted
as more-ergonomically correct.
iPad 2 has the same display as its predecessor,
it is the same 1024 X 768 screen, with 132 ppi
and IPS. Which honestly, is a disappointment.
But then, the first iPad’s screen was not bad at
all.
iPad 2 packs the same iOS 4 with a 4.3 version. Apple is expected to launch iOS 5 this
summer. However, Apple released a few apps, exclusively for the iPad 2, Ofcourse there is
the certain FaceTime for iPad, then there is also a PhotoBooth app which allows you to click
a picture of yourself with as many as 9 preset effects. Apple also launched two new iLife
Apps for the new iPad on the App Store for $4.99. iMovie comes to the iPad, which is just
the same as the iMovie 11 on your Mac. Apart from that there is Garageband and that’s the
one to watch out for. Garageband gives you access to some really cool virtual instruments,
imagine playing them a guitar, piano or even drums on the iPad. It is going to be a wonderful experience!
Varients: iPad 2 WiFi comes in the same 16, 32, 64 GB varients with the same $499-699 price
tag. But the WiFi + 3G version, now comes with both GSM and CDMA at the same $629-829
price.
In Terms of Accessories, you get a Smart Cover. What is the smart cover? The Smart cover is
the same old iPad case but without a back. That is, it magnetically hooks itself on the iPad,
covers it’s screen up, and protects and cleans your screen. So, you don’t need to hide that
Aluminium back of the iPad any more. The smart cover comes in 10 colors. iPad 2 also has
Video Mirroring, you can connect an HDMI port through a video dongle and display the
thing on an HD TV.
Overall, if you’ve missed buying an iPad first time around (like me) you can go for this this
one, its a steel deal at $499, specially without a contract for 3G buyers. You may even want
to buy one by selling of your iPad. However, adding another iPad to your gadgets list, just
for a few new features, I wouldn’t say it is wise, you must wait for the iPad 3 then.
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MWC 2011
New Devices Coming this Spring

Sony Ericsson Xperia Play
Available: April 2011
3G + Wifi
Operating System
Screen
Resolution
Expansion
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Yes
Android 2.3
4” Capacitive Touch
854 x 480
MicroSD (upto 32GB)

Weight
Camera Back
Camera Front
Processor
RAM

175 g
5 MP
VGA
1GHz Qualcomm
512 MB

HP Veer
Available: Spring 2011
3G + Wifi
Operating System
Screen
Resolution
Graphics

Yes
WebOS 2.2
2.6” Capacitive Touch
320 X 400
Adreno 205

Weight
Camera Back
Camera Front
Processor
RAM

103 g
5 MP
None
Scorpian 800Mhz
512 MB
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HP Touchpad
Available: June 2011

3G + Wifi and 4G
Operating System
Screen
Resolution
Storage
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Yes
WebOS 3.0
9.7” Capacitive Touch
1024 X 768
16GB and 32GB

Weight
Camera Back
Camera Front
Processor
RAM

740 g
None
1.3MP
1GHz Qualcomm
1GB

HTC Flyer
Available: Second Quarter 2011

3G + WiFi
Operating System
Screen
Resolution
Storage

Yes
Android 2.3
7” Capacitive Touch
1024 X 600
32GB

Weight
Camera Back
Camera Front
Processor
RAM

415 g
5 MP
VGA
1.5GHz
1GB DDR2
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iOS App
Stick Cricket
Game : Stick Cricket
Rating : 8.6/10
Price: Free
Vidit Bhargava
You’ve got a paper
toss game to pass
your time throwing
paper. You’ve got a
game to shoot birds
at pigs, you’ve got a
game for everything but you don’t have one decent game for Cricket. Well, now you’ve got
one. Its the same one, you play while on the internet. Yes, you heard it Stick Cricket is now
on iOS.
Eh Bien! For those of you who have already played it, you’d know, the game is addictive. It is
super addictive. You’ve got no tension of bowling full length 50 overs or getting hit for runs,
you just need to sit and hit sixes (with some good timing), that’s it. And score as much as
you can. Its Cricket, but its far more fun playing on the iPod (the iPad app hasn’t arrived yet).
Gameplay: Its snappy. You’ve got 5 Overs to score as many runs as you can. Or you can
chase down a hefty total and dominate the world world with a bunch of oldies (the likes of
Jayasurya and Gavaskar).
What hampers the experience is a block! You don’t get a full experience for free. After dominating three teams in the domination, you cannot dominate more “Without paying $2.99”.
More so, the two-player mode is disappointingly also in that $2.99 package. Then there is a
whole world cup in front of you which cannot be played before upgrading. All This is free on
the internet version of the game by the way.
Graphics: You don’t expect great graphics from this game. Its the classic, stick-figure game.
So you won’t be seeing a next-generation graphic render of the Sachin Tendulkar while
playing India in the all-star slog. So you see, graphics is not a forte of the Stick Cricket App.
GameCenter integration : Ok, now you’ve scored the runs, you paid some money, you’ve
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mastered your skills on the App, and won the world cup.
Can you have competition? Oh... Yes, its the natural GameCenter integration you’ve got here. You can challenge your
friends on the All-Star Slog to hit the maximum number of
runs. You can get some wild achievements too like “Scoring
a Century by one batsmen in 5 overs” or “Scoring 36 in an
over” . Also, on the world stage you can compete, with the
highest run-scorers. (I’ve not risen above the 125th Rank so
far! )
Addictivity Meter: Angry Birds is addictive. Yes. Paper Toss is
Addictive. Yes. But can a cricket game have so much power,
to be addictive enough? The answer depends on the fact
that how-much of a cricket fan “you” are. Well, I am a giant
fan, in that matter. So My answer is Yes! It is as addictive
than any other app in the app store.
Wrap-Up: Cricket fans will love it. The gamers will crib over
the graphics. While the guys, who play for fun, will be playing it for hours until the batteries die.
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The Social Network
How Strong is the Social Media Magnet Pulling You?
Mudit Bhargava
Facebook has over a 500 mil lion active users, of which 50% log in on any given day. What
is the magic spell that keeps one getting back to Facebook or Twitter and makes social
networking a million dollar business? Social networking websites tap into our inherent
desire to staying connected with friends. The nostalgic feeling when connecting with an old
school friend on Facebook or the ability to stay updated about your friends’ statuses at the
click of a mouse gives you a sense of comfort.
Not just old friends, new friendships can also start on these websites. Charu Chandra, a
fresher at JIIT, Noida says “When you are new at college, it’s facebook that helps you make
new friends“. What continues to amaze me is that most of us spend hours on Facebook with
people whom we meet every day.
That’s the Facebook effect. What makes these websites addictive? One of the reasons is
their ease of use and their omnipresence. They have even found their way to our mobile
phones. With their mobile applications, you can get instant updates about your friends.
Gone are the days of heavy telephone bills. Socializing online is free and you can get all the
gossip in one place.
Another theory pertaining to the internet explains the main reason for addiction to social
networking as narcissism.
People want the world to know about anything and everything good that they are doing.
When we publish a thought or photo online we expect replies. When we expect replies, we
frequently log in to check out the new comments. It’s a vicious cycle.
Haris Mikael of Ramjas College feels that there is noth ing wrong with this tendeny, “Everyone likes to be appreciated. People only put up those things on their profiles which would
make others like them.“ As author Bob Burg puts it, “It isn’t just what you know, and it isn’t
just who you know. It’s actually who you know, who knows you and what you do for a living.“
Social Networking thrives on this reasoning.
The article was first published in Hindustan Times Edge!
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Web

Transition of Interactive Web Content
Flash To HTML5
Vidit Bhargava
As I type this article on my iPod Touch which is attached
wirelessly to my Apple Keyboard, I wonder, how many of
you are actually going to read it on a “big-giant Personal
Computer”, Which is probably acquiring as much as a
Table of your room? It is not Hidden, the fact that today,
people either use their mobile phones, their iPads, or
other sources of On-the Go Internet. Nobody, wants to
start that large machine sitting innocently on the table,
taking all the time in the world, just to show up a petty
desktop screen, which by the way seems much far from
an Interactive User Interface (Touted as being so, in the late 90s). They’d rather wake
up their phones from the sleep to browse the internet, check their mails, visit content
intensive websites or just take a tour to the App Store.
One of the things these mobile devices generally don’t have is Genuine Adobe Flash
compatibility. Yes, Android provides it to the users, but it is currently half baked and
people generally hate it. The reason, is simple, They don’t want it on a touch-screen.
Flash just doesn’t work, when it comes to touch-screen based content.
On the tablets, its a completely different story, iPad amounts to about 90% of Tablet
Sales. It doesn’t provide the users with Flash Compatibility, this means that out of millions who are using a tablet, most of them using an iPad, browse the internet without
accessing millions of websites with flash content.
All this in-short makes the flash technology, which was at the pinnacle of its power
before the arrival of the Post- PC devices, look slump. It is now, widely seen as Stale,
premature and of a different world.
The new cool is something else. Something that is tightly integrated with the web, it
doesn’t require a plug-in to enter your phones, computers, laptops or tablets. HTML5!
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Now, Let me make it clear, HTML5 is a programming language version of HTML, certified by W3C. And Flash is a proprietary Software for creating Interactive Web-Content.
The main debate is over as to which option is better for displaying media content.
Flash or HTML5? However, HTML5 implementation with CSS and Java Scripting has
made it more powerful than flash over time, in displaying interactive content. And
since, flash is not available for many mobile devices, developers are moving towards
the HTML5 implementation of Interactive content.
Today, when you log on to your GMAIL ID, you see a cool new feature, that allows you
to drag and drop files to attach them to the email. You don’t know the technicalities,
of course. For you its something that’s coming for free, without the hassles of installing a plugin on your device. What you don’t know is that the web is now, shifting its
base to HTML5. Adopting the new standard.
However, in a completely opposite scenario, you go to a gaming website, start a
game, only to find that flash is not supported on your device. You do not know much
about the technicalities, but what you know from then onwards is, that gaming website is awful, It didn’t work on your expensive gadget. The user won’t wait for flash
compatibility on his gadget but he’ll look elsewhere, for a better experience, for a better website.
Those two instances, teach us as developers, something. The developer, must keep
pace with the new standards, the new tech. So that the user has no problem using his
website. It’s not the gadget that is going to mould into the website, its the website
that has to mould into the gadget.
Developers learnt this lesson very early last year. The result was the staggering boycott of flash content, flash video and flash games.
Major Newsgroups like CNN, BBC, NYTimes shifted their flash-based videos, and picture content to HTML5. An outright boycott of Flash Video, resulted in sites like Vimeo
and Youtube adopting standards like the H.264, both the websites increased their
compatibility for Mobile Devices. Slowly but eventually they made sure that HTML5
reached the PCs too. Young developers, adopted HTML5 even faster, within months,
new games like the Galactic Inbox and Letter Wars came up. They were not flash, yet
they were a huge success. Web-Development firms, started providing HTML5 templates. Eventually HTML5 over-shadowed flash, as the new Interactive-Web Standard.
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And all this was quick, within months.
The bigger challenge was web-browser compatibility. About 70% of users still used
the old haggard and ragged Internet Explorer. While, Safari, Crome, Firefox and Opera
provided HTML5 compatibility, these browsers have not yet reached to every computer-using soul. But this March, the world marched on to complete HTML5 compatibility, that is IE9 was launched. And Sources reveal that it reached 2.9 Million Downloads within hours.
More, evidence of the Flash demise can be seen from Adobe. Adobe Labs, announced
earlier this month, the beta version of Adobe Wallaby. An AIR tool, that allows the developers to convert their Flash Content into usable HTML5 Code. Adobe has accepted
defeat. They know, now that if there is any thing left for Flash, it is to be friends with
HTML5.
Summary : Flash ain’t the Web-Developer’s most Pampered kid anymore, They’ve ever
so happily embraced HTML5. For the user, unaware of this standard’s war, is quickly
getting glued to this new technology in many ways. And the most interesting part, he
might not know what HTML5 is but he’ll surely know that there is something different
on Youtube for his iPad or that some websites just got more interactive.
But who knows in the un-foreseen future, HTML5 might be beaten red and blue
with a new Web-Standard which may take over the HTML5 legacy, much faster than
HTML5 took over Flash.
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Mudit Speaks

Intel Thunderbolt - Explained
Mudit Bhargava
The crux of the idea is this: Create something that’s so fast that would beat any I/O red and
blue with its speed. You get it? No? Here are the numbers: if your USB 2.0 port has 480 Mbps
Speed, the Thunderbolt will have 10Gbps. Its double the speed of the USB 3.0 standard.
(Which we in India haven’t seen much of ).When is it coming to me? Well, If you happen to
buy a MacBook Pro now, you’ll get. A Thunderbolt port is currently, exclusively available on
the new MacBook Pros, that were rolled out last month. All other devices don’t get the port
until next year!
Earlier known as LightPeak, the technology began by using Optical Fibre cables. Since then
the Light Peak technology has evolved a great deal. The normal copper wire is now capable
of transmitting the informtation at this fast a speed. Making a breakthrough in the cost of
this new techonology. You surely don’t want to want to burn your pockets for a thunderbolt port. Do you? Also, Thunderbolt, although late has got a new port (primitive light-peak
experiments were carried out on a modified USB port). The Mini-Display Port developed by
Apple has been used as the new Thunderbolt Port.
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So with the Mini-Display it is clear that the Thunderbolt is not just for file transfer, it is also
there for transmitting video signals. Intel demoed the video thing, by showing an HD video
being rendered and displayed on a TV Screen at the same time without any frame loss or
speed hiccup. Since it is the same as the mini-display port, the thunderbolt technology is
backwards compatible. That means, you can use your mini-display dongles for transmitting
the video signals. The Thunderbolt port connects to a PCI-Express Slot.
If you still can’t see how fast thunderbolt is, you can take this as an example: A full-HD video
approximately 4.5 GB in size, was duplicated in less than a minute.
The biggest challenge for thunderbolt is the roll-out of accessories. The USB got popular
for many reasons but primarily because of the USB Flash Storages and the USB Cables. USB
soon became a standard for everything. Mouse, Keyboard or any peripheral that could be
connected to the port. Accessories for thunderbolt will only start flooding once the roll-out
for PCs begins and that is atleast an year away. Still a few companies like LaCie have promised Thunderbolt accessories coming soon. Till Then, for the first few months, it remains a
mini-display port.
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MVDIT TECH QUIZ

MVDIT TECH QUIZ
Vidit Bhargava
Q1. Developed First by JVC in 1976, the first of its kind appeared like the picture given below. What is being talked about here?

Q2. In context to Search Engines, What is the “Panda Update”?
Q3. Beluga, a group messaging service, was recently bought by which IT Company?
Q4. Hare = Apple, and Relentless = Google, Who had compared these two IT Giants with
these words?
Q5. It was an accidental idea and a passionate idea that came from X during a conversation
he was having with 4 of his friends on questionable nominations of Bollywood film awards.
But it was an idea that struck a chord with several other lovers of good, quality Hindi cinema, for whom these Awards are now as much their own as is Hindi movies and as is Bollywood. The idea obviously resulted in the formation of Tweeple Film Awards. Who is X?
[Hint: The person is not related to IT in any way, except the fact that he has a Twitter account!]
Q6. Which Internet browser, crossed 2.9Million Downloads within 3 Days, after its recent
update?
Q7. Which former Apple Executive was hired by HP as their WebOS developement head?
Q8. What is the claim to fame of TwitterBand?
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Answers to previous edition:
1. World’s First Gaming Console
2. Intel 4004
3. WinRAR
4. She had won the 10 Billionth
App Download Award.
5. Makes the multi-touch gestures for iOS Devices
6. Connect: Facebook
7. Connect: Youtube
8. Connect: Pixar
9. Connect: Mozilla
10. Avatar
Last Month’s Winner Were:
Prempal Singh, Naman Dhanuka

Q9. Identify this famous, former Intel
High ranked officer?

Send us your answers to :
viditbhargava@live.in or
muditbhargava@live.in
The First one to answer all the
ten questions correctly will be
awarded with Ubuntu 10.10
(Maveric Meerkat)
Visit: www.mvdittechbook.co.nr
to know more about Technology
and answer more quizzes.
Answers to this edition will be
disclosed online after the contest has closed.

Q10. Known in the music industry by a
different name. He was also the editor
in chief of a tech-news Website. Who is
this spiky haired guy?
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